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Hamiltonian Properties and Adjacency








we investigate several lwmiltonian related properties in K( 1 , 3 )-[ree graphs by
imposing a bound on the neighborhood union ofpairs of nonadjacent vertices.
We show tlut tle basic results concerning ruigtborhood unions and haniltonian
properties in graphs can be improvedfor graplzs containing no induced K(], 3)
as a subgraph.
A graph is said to be K(I, 3)-free if it does not contain a copy of the complete
bipartite graph, K(1, 3), as an induced subgraph. There have been many results in
rccent years dealing with K(1, 3)-free graphs. Forexample, see [6] and [ll]. The
assumption that a graph is K(1, 3}free is quite strong, and it provides the structure
needed to obtain some interesting results involving longest paths and cycles in graphs.
Terms not defined here can be found in [5].
In [10], M. Matthews and D. Sumner proved that if G is a connecred K(1, 3Ffree
graph with 5 > (p - 2)13, then G is traceable. They also showed that any 2+onnected
K(1, 3[ree graph with the same minimum degree condition is hamiltonian. This
imposition of a lower bound on E accounts for a more even edge distribution in the
graph.
* Supponed by O.N.R. contract No. N0m0l4-48-K-O070.
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Recenrly, a different approach was taken by zhang tr4l. with a lower bound on the
degree sums of sets of vertices, he was able to avoid restricting the graph with a
minimum degree condition. More specifically, he proved:




foranyindependent (k+ llset I,then G ishamiltonian.
To further reduce the edge density of the graph, we consider the neighborhood
unions of pairs of nonadjacent vertices in K(1, 3}-free graphs. We find the basic results
concerning neighborhood unions and hamiltonian properties in graphs [2] can be
improved for graphs containing no induced K(1, 3). As in [1], we define
NC = min tN(u) u N(v)l,
where the minimum is taken over all pairs of nonadjacent vertices u, v. The first result
is one involving traceabiliry.
Theorem I Il G k a 2-connected K(1, 3lfree graph of order p such tlwt
NC >(p -2)t2,
tlun G is traceable.
Proof Assume that G is not traceable. Irt p : x1, x2, --xt be a longest path in G
with tsp-l,andlet xe v(G-p). since G is 2-*onnecred,thereexistatleastrwo
paths, disjoint except at x, from x to p. Let xi € v(p) be the end vertex of a path,
Pl,from x to P suchthat i isminimized. Thenchoosethepath,pz;from x to p so
that if x.i is the end vertex of p2, i < j, there are no paths from x to p with end
vertices in {xi.'1, ..., xj-r }. obsewe that this is possbile, since x c:lrnot be the end
vertex of two paths in v(G - P) that have consecutive end vertices on p.
Since P is a longest path in G, certainly x1 and x1 have no adjacencies off p.
Also since G is K(1, 3pree, the edges xi-lxi+r and xi_rxj+l are in E(c). (Note
that there exists no path-{isjoint from V(p - {x2, xia2, x1_1}ffum x ro x2, xi+2,
or X1-1, since these paths and the forbidden subgraph property would force the existence
of the edges xlxJ, xialxi+3, or xr-2xt, respectively. Any of these situations would
create a path longer than P.)
. We consider the following adjacencies of x1:
51 = [x1-1 : x1e N(x1) n V(p)].
We will show that 51 n N(x;-r) =A wd 51 n N(x) = gr.
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Nbwfor x1e N(x1),j+3<k<t_1,(observe k*j+ l, j+2,and t)weseethat
x1-1 c N(x;1), or the path
X1r..., Xft, Xl,..., xj_I, xk_I, Xk_2,..., Xjr...r X,
is longer than P. Similarly, xk_l e N(x) or the path
X'...' Xj' Xj-l'...r Xl, Xk, Xk+Ir..., Xt, Xk-Ir..., Xj+lr
islongerthan P. Alsofor x1e N(x1), i+3<kSj_3 and 2sk<i_1, x1_1 E
N(xJ or the path
X, ..., Xj,..., Xt, Xk-l,..., Xl, X1r..., Xj_I,
isapathlongerthan P. Lastly, N(xi-r)11s1= a for i+3<k<j-3 and 2<k<
i - I since the paths
x1,...r Xjr..., xr..., xir..., Xk_l, Xj_Ir..., Xk, Xlr..., xi_1, and
x1,...r Xjr..., xr..., xi,..., xj-I, Xk_Ir..., Xl, Xk,..., Xi_I,
arc longer than P.
Similarly, we now consider the set 52:
Sz= [y:ye N(x)-V(p)] u (xt_r:x1e N(x)^V(p),j+3<k <t_21.
Then clearly 52 n N(x1-r) = A and 52 n N(x) = O. (Note that x is not adjacent to
xi+2.) By the choice of P1 and P2 there are no other adjacencies of x.
We define the function f: N(x) u N(x1) + N(xi_r) u N(x) by:
f(y)=y, for ye V@);
f(xt-t) = x1, for 2 <k < t- 1.
From the previous arguments, clearly f is injective; therefore, we have
f(N(x) u N(xr)) n (N(xi_r) u N(xJ) = s.
Also
f(N(x) u N(xr)) u (N(x.;_r) u N(xd) E V(c) _ {xi, x6 x}.
Since NC 2(p -2)2, this impties that
(p -z)D + (p - 2)/2 ( p - 3, a contradiction.
Therefore, G is traceable. E
Figure 1 illustrates that the connectivity condition in Theorem 1 cannot be lowered-
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FigurelAl-connectedK(1,3)-freegraphthatisnottraceable.
The bipartite graph K(n, n-2) has order P = 2n - 2' while NC > (p -2)lz'
However, K(n, n-2) is not traceable since induced K(1' 3)'s abound'
we next present a series of lemmas which will allow us to prove analogous results
for the hamiltonian property and a "highly hamiltonian" property-pancyclicity. A 
graph
oforderpispancycticifitcontainsak-cycleforeveryksuchthat3(k(p.Itwas
shown in [3] that if G is a Z+onnected graph of order p such that NC 'T 
* 
''
then G is pancyclic. We were able to improve this bound by assuming that G contains
no induced K(1,3).
First, it wiu bs useful to define arelated concept. A connected graph G of order 
p
issaid @bepanconnectedifforeachpair u,v ofdistinctverticesof G thereexistsa
uv-path of length r, for each t satisfying dist(u, v) < t < p - 1. In [13], Williamson
proved that by restriaing E in G, panconnectedness can be achieved'
Theorem (Williamson t13l) If G is a graph of order p 2 4 such that
deSO) 2pl2 + I for everyvertex v of G,then G ispanconnected'
Fint we grasp some basic structural ideas:
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Lemma I Lct H beagraphoforder p>2 withindependencenurnber d{H)s2,
ardlet G =Kl+H, Theneither G ispanconnectedor H=K7uKp*rforsome
ISr<P.
Proof If p s 5, the result hords trivially, so assume p 2 6 and proceed by induction
on p + 1, the order of G. select a vertex v of maximum degree in H and consider the
graph G - v which is either panconnected or H - v = K1 LJ Kp_r for some
I < r < p - 1.
If G - v is panconnected, then for any pair of vertices x and y, there are xy_paths
ofeachlengthfrom 2 to p_1. Let p=(x=xI,x2,...,Xp=y) bean xy_pathof
length p - 1. Since v has maximum degree in H, deg(v) , 3. Thur, vxi, vxj e E(G)
with i < j < p. Since o(H) ( 2, one of the edges y;i*1, vxj+I, or xtalxj+l e E(G),
-which implies that there exists an xy_path in G of length p.
If H - v = Kr u Kp'r-I, then v must be adjacent, without loss of generarity, to each
vertex of Kp-r-I, for otherwise there would be three independent vertices. If v has an
adjacency in K., it is easily verified that G is panconnected. If not, rhen H =
1q. u Kp-r, and the proof is complete. E
Lemma 2 rf G isa 2-connected K(r,3)-freegraphof order p2Ir thatsatisfies
Ng 2@- and &G) rry,
then G is pancyclic.
Proof Let v beaverrexof degree 6=6(G), andlet H=G-v-N(v). Then
6(H) > (2p - Dl3 - 6. Since E < (p - 5)/3, we have
8(H) > (p - 6 - t)/Z + t = tHt/2 + I,
sothat H ispanconnectedby t131. Therefore, H hascyclesofeachlengthfrom 3 top-5-1. Let L bethegraphspannedby v+N(v). since G is K(l,3)-free,
o(L) < 2. Because G is 2-connected, there are distinct vertices ul, u2 € v(L) and
vl' v2 e v(H) such that uivl e v(G) for i = 1, 2. From Lemma 1, we consider two
possibilities.
If L ispanconnected,thentherearepathsin L benveen u1 andu2 ofeachlength
from 2 to 6. Also,rherearepathsin H of eachrengthfrom 2 to p-6-2 benveen
v1 and v2. Using those paths, and the edges u1v1 and u2v2, cycles of each Iength
from 6 to p can be obained which implies that G is pancyclic.
Supposethat L isnotpanconnected. Then L=v+(K1uK.) with r+s=6 and
r,s) 1. withoutlossof generality,assume u1 e K1 and u2e Ks. Againpathsin L
between u1 and u2 existof each length from 2 to 6. Thus, as in theprevious case,
G is pancyclic. tr '
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As a corollary to the proof of Lemma 2, using the result of ore r,rz) on
hamiltonia*-connected gmphs, we have the following
Corollary I If G is a 2-connected K(I,3)_free graph of order p 211 that
satisfies
NC > (2p - 3)t3 and
&G) <(p-s)t3,
then G is hamiltonian.
Lemma 3 Let G be a 2-connected K(l,3)-free graph af order p > 14 that
satisfies
NC >(2p - t)t3 and
4G) >(p -4)ts.
If G contains a c^ for some m z (2p + 5)t3, then G contains cycres of each rength
from m to p.
Proof select t such that G contains a c1 but no c111 for some t > m. Let
Ct=(xl,x2,...,xr,xt) andlet H=G_C1. Notethatif ye V(H) and yx;e E(G),
then yxi-,, yxi+t E E(G), otherwise a C111 would exist. The K(i,3)_free properry
implies xi-lxi+r e E(G). using this, it is easy to verify thar yxl e E(G) implies that
yxi12 and yxi+3 € E(G), for otherwise a Ct+l would exist in G.
consider the case when H contains nonadjacent vertices yr and y2. By the
previous remarks, each of y1 and y2 canbe adjacent to at most t/4 vertices of ct, so
that
,r"r=a) < tN(yr) uN(y2)t <tf2+(p_t_2).
Thisimplies t<(2p- l0)/3, acontradiction. Therefore H isthecompletegraph Kp-t.
If t = p - 1, then the vertex in H has degree at most (p _ L)14. Thus we get
(p - 4)/3 < (p- 1)14, which is a contradiction for p > 14. Hence, H has at least rwo
vetices. Eachvertexof H hasatleast s)(p_ 4)tZ_(p_t_ 1)>t_ (Zp+L)13
adjacencies on C6 so clearly s > 2.
If yxie E(G) and y'x;e E(G) for y,y'€ V(H),then j>i+p_t+2, for
otherwise G would contain a Ct+I. Using the fact that y has at least s adjacencies on
C1 and that each pair of these adjacencies are at a distance at least four on Cs there are at
least 4(s - 1) + 2(p - t + 2) venices of c1 that are not adjacent to y'. Since y, has s
adjacencies on C6 we have
s+4(s-1)+2(p-t+2)<t.
This implies t < (4p + 5)lE, a contradiction. E
As a corollary to the proof of kmma 3, using corollary 1, we get the following
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Lemma 4 Let G be a 2-connected K(l,3)-free graph oI order p > 14 that
satisfies
NC > (2p - 3)li and
6(G)>(p-s13.
If G containsa C^forsome m>(2p+4)l3,tlen G ishamiltonian.
Lemma 5 If G isa 2-connectedgraphof order p29 with a(G)<3,then G is
pancyclic.
Proof Since the Ramsey number r(K:, CJ = 2t - | ( c.f. t5l pp.nz), C contains a
cycle ofeach length t < (p + 1)/2. Select m such that G contains a cycle ofeach
length from 3 to m, but no cycle of length m + 1. Let C = (xl, x2, ..., xp, x1) be a
cycleof length m andlet H=G-C.
If y e V(H) and yxi, yxj e E(G), then yx;s1, !xj+1, and xi+txj+t e E(G) or we
create a Cm+I. Since cr(G) < 3, each vertex of H must be adjacent to at most one
vertex of C, and H is complete.
Similarly, x1x.;e E(G) unless each vefiex of H is adjacent to either xi or xj.
Therefore, either C forms a complete graph Kp or a K, - e, or there exists a vertex
x of C which is adjacent to each vertex of H, while C - x forms a complete graph.
However, in all cases, there are two disjoint subgraphs that are complete (or one has a
missing edge) that span G. Since G is 2-+onnected there are two independent edges
between these subgraphs. Under those conditions it is easily verified that G is
pancyclic.
With these lemmas at hand, we can now prove the main theorem.
Theorem 2 If G is a 2-connected K(1, 3f{ree graph of order p > 14 with
NC > (2p -Zyj,
then G is pancyclic.
Proof Assume G is not pancyclic. By Lemma 2 we can assume that E(G) >
(p - 4)13 and by Irmma 5 that o(G) > 3.
Consider pairwise nonadjacent vertices x, y, and z and assume that deg(z) >
deg(x) > deg(y). Then from the hypothesis, deg(z) 2 deg(x) >- (2p - 1)/6. ![e claim that
z is adjacent to at least two vertices in N(x) or N(y). If not then,
(2p - Dl3 + (2p - L)16 - 2 ( p - 3,
a contradiction. This proves the claim. Thercfore \re can assume there exist subgraphs
A and B ivith AnB=[u,v] andwith lAuBl>(2p- 1)/3. Also x isadjacentto
each vertex of A and z is adjacent to each vertex of B.
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WewillSubsequentlyshowthatGcontainscyclesofeachlengthfrom3n
[(Zp +r/31. We can then conclude that G is pancyclic from 
Lemma 4' To prove $p
existence of these cycles we must consider the graph 
H spanned by A u Bu {x, y).
Note that from Lemma 1, A + x (respectively B+ z) is panconnected or A o
AluA2,whereAlandA2aredisjointcompletegraphs(respectivelyB=
B1UB2, where 81 and 82 aredisjointcomplete graphs). we 
nowconsidervarious
cases depending on the structure of A and B and the location of u and v, and show
the existence of the required cycles'
case 1 suppose A+x ispanconnectedor ue v(Ar) and ve v(Az)' and B+z
ispanconnectedor ue Y(Br) and v e V(Bz)'
In A+x (and B+z) thereisapathfrom u to v ofeachlengthfrom 2 to lAl
(andlBl),thusHhascyclesofeachlengthfrom4tolHl>(2p+5)/3.Cleariy,
A+x (and B+z) containsafiangle'
Case 2 Suppose A+x ispanconnectedand u've 82'
Since G is 2-+onnected, there is a path in G _ y between 81 and Bz u A. Let
P = (w = w0, wlr "', wt= w') be such apath of minimal tength' 
Weclaimthat t < 2'
If this is not true, then consider the independent vertices w0, w2, and 
x, and observe
thatN(x)n(N(wo)uN(w2))*a.Thisverifiestheclaim.Itiseasilyseenthat
H u P contains cycles of each length from 3 to lHl + t- f independent of whether
w,isinAor82'NotethatallcyclesoflengthgrcaterttranlAr.;Bzl+2willusethe
path P.
If ue AtnBt andve A2r'rB2'&enwegetthesameresult' Thatis' HUP
containscyclesofeachlengthfrom3tolHl+t_l,independentofwhetherw,isin
A1uA2 or 82.
Case 3 The vertices u, v e A2 n 82'
Since G is 2-+onnected,thereisapathin G-y between 81 and AuBz. Let
P = (w = \il0, wl, "', w[= w') be such apath of minimal 
length' We claim that t < 2'
If this is not the cas€, then consider the independent vefiices lvQ, 
w2r and x, and
observe that N(x) n (N(wo) u N(wz)) + O' \\is verifies the claim'
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Subcase i Let w'e A1.
Just as in thepreviouscases, HuP contains cyclesof each lengthfrom 3 to lHl +
t - 1, since p > 14. The remaining cycles of length ) 6 can be constructed using the
path P.
Subcase ii I.et w'e 42 uB2.
A repeat of the argument exhibiting P implies the existence of a corresponding path
P' from A1 to A2 u 82 of length t < 2. There are several possibilities that must be
considered, but it is straightforward to verify that H u P u P' contains cycles of each
length from 3 to lHl + t + t' -2.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. E
Theorem 3 If G is a 2-connected K(l,3)-free graph of order p 214 with
NC > (2p - 3)13, then G is hamihonian.
Proof Consider nonadjacent vertices x and y. Then lN(x) u N(y)l > (2p-i)R.
Thus there exist disjoint subgraphs A and B with lA u Bl > (7p - 3)/3 and wi& x
adjacenttoeachvertexof A and y adjacenttoeachvertexof B.
Since G is 2-+onnected, there exist vertex disjoint paths P1 and P2 frrom A to
B (avoiding x and y). Byl,emma l,either A+x ispanconnectedor A=A1vA2
where A1 and A2 are disjoint complete graphs. The same is tme of B with disjoint
subgraphs 81 and 82. Also if A + x (B + y) is not panconnected, then the paths P1
and P2 come from ,{1 and Az Gr and B2), respectively.
Clearly, G contains a cycle of length at least l(A u B) rJ (P u P} + 2 > Qp + 4W.
From Lemma 5, we see ttrat G is hamiltonian. E
We note here that we have obtained this same result for 3 < p S 13 with other
techniques.
A variation of a graph used in [10] illustrates the sharpness of our theorem. Let G
be the graph of order p = 3n + 6 in Figure 2. Then G is 2+onnected and
K(I,3)-free. Noticealsothat G isnothamiltonian. Fornonadjacentvertices u and v
in G,
lN(u) u N(v)l = 2n + 2= 2((p - 6)13) + 2 = 2pl3 - 2.







Conjecture Let G beaK(1,3)-freegraphoforder 
p andconnecrtviry k' Suppo:
fiEreeistssomc t,tsk,suthtlatforeveryind'ependentset 
s gv(G) of cardinalirl
we horc:
lN(s)l > t(p- l)t(t + 1)
then G is lwrniltonian.
FromTheorem3wegetthefollowingrcsultforconnectedK(1,3Ffr'eegraphs:
Theorem4IfGisaconnectedK(l,3)-freegraphoforderp>14with
NC > (2P - 5)t3, then G is traceable'
Proof Considerthegraph H=G+v forsomevertex ve V(G)' 
Then
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NC(H)>(2p-4)13+t
Since lHl} 14, and H is 2-*onnected, then
G is traceable. E
2(o + 1) - 3=+ 3
H is hamiltonian which implies that
A graph is homogeneously taceable if for every x e v(G) there exists a parh
beginning at x and containing all of the vertices of G. In general, there are not many
results dealing with homogeneously traceable graphs. It appears that sufficient
conditions for a nonhamiltonian graph to have this property are not easy to find due to
the theoretical closeness of homogeneous traceability and hamiltonicity. As with the
hamiltonian-connected property, we need the 3-connectivity stipulation to prove this
result. we also point out that Matthews [8] has proven that if G is a 3-+onnected
K(1, 3[ree graph of order p <20, then G is hamiltonian. If G is hamir3onis11, *1gn
G is homogeneously traceable, hence our result for K(1, 3)-freo gaphs is only
interestingwhen p>20.
Theorem 5 II G isa 3-connected K(l,3)jreegraphof order p srchttwt
NC>(2p-5)t3,
then G is homogeneousty traceable.
Proof we proceed by contradiction. First, we define an x^-lamiltonianpuho be a
path in G that has x6 as an end vefiex, and that contains all of the vertices of Y(G).
Suppose there is some vertex x6 such that there exists no x,n-hamiltonian path in G.
Let P: Xl, x2, ..., x6 b€ a longest xm-path.
since G is 3-+onnected, for some vertex x not on p, there exist two disjoint
(exceptat x)pathsfrom x to P suchthattheendvertices xi,x3,ofthesepathssatisfu
i* j* m. Moreover, xi can be chosen so that there are no endpoints of x-paths
between x1 and xi. once xi is chosen, then we select x3 so that there are no
endpoinc of x-pa&s between xi and x;. (Note that x1x, xtatx, xi1!x c E(G) by the
of P and since G is K(1, 3FfrE€.)
C-onsider the nonadjacent pairof ve,ltices x1 and xj+I. I.et
S = {xr: x1e N(x1) u N(x3+r)}.
Then since G is K(1, 3lfree and N(x) n V(p) c [xi, xjr xj+I, ..., Xm], we see that
lS n N(x)l < 2. (It could be that S n N(x) = {xj, xm}.) Hence,
lN(x)l < (p - 1) - ((2p - s) t I -Z) -3 = (p - D t t.
lYe subtract three at the end since xi+r G N(x), xi+r € N(x), and xt e N(x). (Note
that xj+r e N(x111) and x1 E N(xla1) so xill is nor in N(xj+r) u N(xr).)
In addition, x and x1 are nonadjcent which implies that
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is a longer xm-path.
which is also a longer
We use this fact to contradict the cardinality of N(x1*1) u N(x).
Forevery xle N(x1),j + 3 <k (m_ l, xk+l G N(xi+r) ortheparh
Xmr..., Xk+I, Xi+!,..., Xkr Xlr..., Xir..., X
Analogously, Xk+l € N(x) or we obtain
Xm, ..., Xk+I, X, ..., Xjr ...r Xk, Xl, ..., Xj_l
xr-path. Observe that x1 is not adjacent to any vertex in




(g11 ...1 Xk+1, Xi+Ir..., Xk, Xlr..,, Xi,..., X.
Lastly, for x1 e N(xt), 2 < k < i- l, x1_1 c N(x1..1). Since we have no corresponding
nonadjacency to subtract from rN(x) u N(xp1)r if perhaps xlxm e E(G), we have that
lN(x) u N(x;.1)t < p _ ((p _ 4) t t _ t) _ 4 = (Zp _ S) I 3.
we subtract four at the end since x;+2, xj+lr xi+' and x have not b"en counted and are
not in N(x) u N(x;a1). since NC > ep - 5) 13 wehave our contradiction. Therefore,
G is homogeneously traceable. El
From the nature of homogeneously traceabre graphs and the strength of the
neighborhood condition, we believe the following is true:
conjecture If G isa 3-connected K(r,3lfreegraphofarder p suchthat
NC>(2p-S)t3,
then G is hamiltonian.
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